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About This Game

Do you want to angry birds like slingshot shooting puzzle game in 3D VR space?
Here is The Angry Ball VR!

“Help! Kittens in danger!”

It’s just another sunny day and you are enjoying a nice stroll along the road… when you suddenly get sucked into a portal! When
you come to your senses, you find out that you are in Catworld, a peaceful land of cute and happy cats. Shortly after, Catworld
gets invaded by evil blocks and they start kidnapping little kittens! They are out to turn everything into blocks and will stop at

nothing! You are the “chosen one”, the last hope for restoring peace on Catworld. Are you the hero of the prophecy?

KEY FEATURES

Designed for a room-scale experience for the Virtual Reality using controllers and motion sensors.

A Puzzle-Shooting game with realistic controls: Defeat the core to save the kittens.

Use a laser slingshot to destroy various types of Block Aliens.
  (Regular Block, Light-up Block, Magnetic Block, Reflective Block, etc.)
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Hitting boxes with kittens inside will cut your life points.

Collection of different maps including Cat Village, Valley, Sky, Space, etc.

Cool cats with individual personalities that assist you throughout your quest.

Control using the motion of actually shooting a slingshot using both hands for increased immersion.

Cool star wars like slingshot effect!

How do I destroy blocks?

There are nine types of blocks in Angry Ball. Clear the stages by destroying the last core using your slingshot.

Block Types

Normal Block – The default block.

Wood Block – Takes two hits to destroy.

Indestructible Block – Self-explanatory.

Directional Bomb Blocks – Destroys three cubes in the direction of the arrow.

6-way Explosive Block – Destroys one block in all directions in a straight line.

Plus Minus Blocks – All blocks destroyed when the middle block is hit.

Reflective Block – Bounces balls off.

Blocks containing kittens – Game over if hit.

SKILL Types

Teleport - Use the trigger on your right controller to teleport freely around the world.

Booster - You can charge your shots for double the power of regular shots.
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ITEM Types

Break the wooden boxes to get a random item.

Random Marble - Adds 1-3 ammo at random.

Booster Marble - All marbles get a booster for 10 seconds.

Infinity Marble - Infinite ammo for 10 seconds

Trajectory Plus - Maximum travel distance of marbles is increased.

Cat Master's tutorial on how to shoot a slingshot.

Hold the controller with the slingshot in your left hand and stretch your arm out straightforward. With
your finger down on the trigger, pull your right hand towards your body past your ears like you are
shooting a slingshot.

Check that the marble is loaded.

Release the trigger to shoot.

(For left-handed users, switch controllers to hold slingshot in right hand)
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Title: Angry Ball VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
MWN TECH.,LTD
Publisher:
MWN TECH.,LTD
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 4GB, AMD Radeon RX 480

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Korean
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angry ball vr

Boring gameplay with not much to do.. Pretty fun 3rd generation fighter, despite not being as capable as many other planes in
this game. I mainly like to fly this for bombing and strike missions, but with some practice you can also fly this plane like an air
dominance fighter. This plane is especially fun in low level, high speed flying inn VR. This plane is fairly simple due to the fact
that it is so old, and so the learning curve is pretty small compared to other planes in DCS.. SPent a dollar on this and I feel
robbed.. Beautiful puzzle game with some fun stuff to unlock like seasonal backgrounds and sprite customizations. Completing
a level may not seem too difficult until you try for those 3 star ratings. A nice challenge and fun to play. I got this one on sale
but it's definitely worth the regular price of $4.99.. Just a piece of crap... don't buy it. Great game, Developers still putting effort
into making it better. Fun puzzle game, powers make it interesting. Easy to get started, hard to master. Makes you think a bit
when you get near the end. I will probably put another 20 hours in later on, lots of other games to play for now.

My rating 8\/10 - AKA great game for price.
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If you're going to buy this game ,
mean you don't need good translation ,or story.

You need just the Art to fufill your Bushido spirit.

Patch the game for better experience.. Blanco (Or At Least What I Have Played Of It So far)
Is a fantastic game That I wish I had found sooner

Of Course It Is still early access so a few bugs are present (You Can Get As Many Cards you Want In any level if you keep
coming back to it) But Other Then That It Really Is a fun Game If You like 3D platformers like super mario 64 and the like.

but it is not just the gameplay oh No This game also has a Great Soundtrack. I would say all the music I have heard so far is
either amazing or incredible (The Exception being the clocktower level which I feel was lacking With Its music)

And The "Story" Is Good For What It Is, Your A cube person and all the other cube people go on adventures to find their
colour, And While Its Decided For most by their name (Someone named blue tries to find blue Someone Named red Etc)
Your father\/Caretaker\/TophatGuy Decideds to name you blanco, so you can decided what colour you want.

So Blanco Teleports to a forest circle and begins his amazing adventure to find his Colour Which I guess is the color Blanco
Which When I googled it seems to be white with a tad bit of gray.

The Game Also Has a shop but for now its semi barebones and also a card system where you collect cards and unlock stuff with
em

Also It Had some challenge to it as some of the platforming can be difficult (Personally I thought the enemies were pretty easy
to mess with except for the red bug guys)

All In All its a fantastic game so far And With its current price (3.29 But I got it on sale) How Can you not want blanco?
Of Course You Could not want blanco Or You Could leave a 5 dollar bill on the ground in a forest becuase those are on the
same level.

Personally Though I really Like games like this where even though it seems hardly anyone knows about it, in reality its a
fantastic game (Games Like David,Dark ball 2 Kharma) And I have to praise the maker And give him the best of luck to make
blanco even better then it already Is!. Let's be clear here: This game only costs 2 bucks. When it's not on sale. You can hardly
♥♥♥♥ up so hard that it won't be worth those 2 bucks. For me, it was worth about 7 hours of puzzling.

The game consists of 5 "worlds" with 25 levels each. Every world introduces new and different gimmicks, from speeding trains
to waterfalls to machine guns to self driving lorry carts, elevators, etc. etc. Your goal each time is to blow up the big green safe
and optionally the three piggie banks (and if you can and want the hidden object). Unfortunately, this being a mobile port, you
need to destroy quite a few of those piggie banks to unlock later worlds, which is funny, because within each world every level
is immediately available. To do so you have to generally blow up barrels and connect them with blackpowder lines. This is all
pretty fun and stuff, IF NOT for the infuriating design decision to include timed "drag" levels. What I mean by that is that there
are quite a few levels in the game in which you have to blow up an obstacle, ignite a fuse and "drag" it around the screen until
the obstacle is gone and you can continue to the next obstacle. If you expect just a slow and peaceful puzzler, let this one go, as
things can get quite hectic, especially later on, when you also have to manipulate the machinery and more in the levels. For
example: In later levels it is crucial to change the direction of train tracks many different times while there is an on fire mine
cart on its way. This can get very stressful.

If you can deal with that, however, you have yourself a nifty little "action puzzler" with ok graphics, ok music, incredibly
annoying sound effects and the inclusion of a "story" for whatever reason. The 10 comic book style panels are just kind of
unnecessary and don't even convey any meaningful information.

After you've destroyed enough piggie banks you can also unlock the "hidden levels", which is just another chapter of 25 that
were supposedly scrapped from the game at some point? Dunno. The game teases you with "more levels soon" after that, but
seeing as the last update on Steam was in 2015 I highly doubt that..
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\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. It's pretty clear the designers had the idea in mind to create a
game like the old Mega Man X carts on super nes; with the bar set high for player skill and pattern learning. Only problem is, is
that those old Mega Man X games had PRECISE controls and excellently laid out level designs. This game has neither. I want to
recommend it, I really really do, but I just can't. The game plays like a flash game with upgraded graphics, nothing more.. A
decent little turn-based strategy war game.

Gameplay is an army vs army border shoving match. Players stack units on friendly tiles, then clash with opponents' stacks on
adjacent tiles. Higher stack number overtakes lower stack number, and the player is left with the difference on the newly
occupied tile. The number of armies you can place each turn depends on the health of your economy, as manged by allocating
resources to tiles with cities on them. You can place up to 3 armies per friendly tile per turn, and move them one space to an
adjacent tile. Win by controlling all the tiles on the map.

The menus aren't very intuitive, but there's only a few buttons and you can figure out what they do within the first couple of
turns. Also, to play again you have to exit and restart the game as far as I know.

I visited the Reddit page where there are some contrib maps, and they do work well with a simple copy-paste of some txt. The
game locked up a bit when loading a bigger map but eventually came through just fine.

Overall I'm very satisfied with my purchase and I think the game will have good replay value.
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